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PERIODS FOR TRANSVERSAL MAPS VIA LEFSCHETZ NUMBERS
FOR PERIODIC POINTS

A. GUILLAMON, X. JARQUE, J. LLIBRE, J. ORTEGA AND J. TORREGROSA

Abstract. Let / : M —» M be a C1 map on a C1 differentiate manifold.

The map f is called transversal if for all m £ N the graph of fm intersects

transversally the diagonal of M x M at each point (x, x) such that x is a

fixed point of fm . We study the set of periods of / by using the Lefschetz

numbers for periodic points. We focus our study on transversal maps defined on

compact manifolds such that their rational homology is Hq « Q , Hi as Q©Q

and Hk « {0} for k±0, 1.

1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS

In dynamical systems it is often the case that differentiable topological in-
formation can be used to study qualitative and quantitative properties of the
system. This paper deals with the problem of determining the periods (of the
periodic points) of a class of C self-maps given the homology class of the
map. In order to state our main results we need some preliminary notation and
definitions.

Let / : X -* X be a continuous map. A fixed point of / is a point x of
X such that f(x) = x. Denote the totality of fixed points by Fix(/). The

point x e X is periodic with period m if x e Fix(/m) but x £ Fix(fk) for

all k = 1, ... , m - 1. Let Per(/) denote the set of all periods of periodic
points of /.

Let M be a compact manifold of dimension n. A continuous map f :

M —> M induces endomorphisms f^ : Hk(M;Q) -» H^M;®) (for k =
0, 1,... , n) on the rational homology groups of M. The Lefschetz number of

/ is defined by

Uf) = ¿(-l^tracei/.,).
k=0

By the renowned Lefschetz fixed point theorem: if L(f) ^ 0 then / has fixed
points (see, for instance, [B]). Of course, we can consider the Lefschetz number
of fm but (in general) it is not true that if L(fm) ^ 0 then / has periodic

points of period m. As it is well-known a fixed point of fm need not have
period m, so it will be useful to have a method for detecting the difference
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between "real" and "false" periodic points of period m (i.e., points having
period some proper divisor of m ).

We will use the Lefschetz numbers for periodic points introduced in [LI] for
analysing if a given period belongs to the set of periods of a self-map. More
precisely, for every m e N we define the Lefschetz number of period m , l(fm),

as follows

l(f")^-£p(r)L(ff),
r\m

where Yi,r\m denotes the sum over all positive divisors r of m, and p is the

Moebius function defined by

{1 if IB » 1,

0 if k2\m for some k (=N,

(-iy   if m = pi ■ ■ ■ Pr distinct prime factors.

According to the inversion formula (see for instance [NZ])

L(r) = £/(/-).
r\m

The Lefschetz number of period m will become interesting after showing

that for many classes of maps we have: if l(fm) ^ 0 then m e Per(/). Dold
[D] showed that for any m e N if Fix(/m) is compact then m divides l(fm).

Other authors like Halpern [H] or Heath, Piccinini and You [HPY] have intro-
duced a similar definition for Nielsen numbers instead of Lefschetz numbers.

A C1 map / : M —> M defined on a compact C differentiable manifold
is called transversal if f(M) c Int(Af) and if for all m e N at each point
x e Fix(/m) we have det(7 - dfm(x)) ^ 0, i.e., 1 is not an eigenvalue of

dfm(x). Notice that if / is transversal then for all m e N the graph of fm

intersects transversally the diagonal {(y, y) : y e M} at each point (x, x)
such that x e Fix(/m). Notice that for a tranversal map / the fixed points
of fm are isolated. Since M is compact, the cardinal of Fix(/m) is finite for

every m € N.
Periodic points of transversal maps have been studied by several authors:

Franks [FI, F3], Matsuoka [M], Matsuoka and Shiraki [MS], Casasayas, Llibre
and Nunes [CLN1,CLN2], .... The following result was proved in [LI].

Theorem A. Let f be a transversal map.  Suppose that l(fm) # 0 for some

m£N.

(a) If m is odd then m € Pert/").
(b) // m is even then {m/2, m) n Per(/) ^ 0.

Theorem A will play a key role in this work. Since its proof is short, in

Section 2 we will present it for the sake of completeness.

The results on transversal maps on arbitrary compact manifolds given in

Theorem A are in general difficult to apply because of the computation of l(fm).
Of course, if the homological rational groups are simple then these computations

become easier. For instance, if Hk(M\ Q) « Q for k = 0, 1 and Hk(M; Q) «
{0} otherwise, the Lefschetz numbers of period m are easily computed. This
is the case for the circle, where we can compute the sets of periods for its
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transversal maps; however, the sets of periods of continuous self-maps on the
circle are already well-known, see [ALM].

A distinct problem is to know whether the set of periods of a transversal map
coincides or not with the set {m e N : l(fm) ^ 0} . In general, this is a difficult
question. But for a transversal map g on the circle, the results obtained from

Theorem A are optimal in the following sense: if D is the degree of g, then

LD = {m e N : l(gm) ¿0} = <

(0 if 0=1,

{1} if Z>€ {-1,0},

N\{2} if Z> = -2,

N otherwise;

and there are transversal maps on the circle such that any D e Z verifies
Per(/) = LD, see again [ALM].

Here the Lefschetz numbers for periodic points are applied to study the set of
periods of transversal maps on a compact manifold M with rational homology

(1)     Ho(M;Q)mQ, Hi(M;Q)*sQ®Q, Hk(M; Q) « {0} for k # 0, 1.

The transversal maps on compact manifolds with such homology are the
easiest nontrivial maps for which we can compute l(fm) and apply Theorem

A to obtain information about their sets of periods.
For instance, there are exactly five compact manifolds of dimension 2 with

the above homology: the sphere with 3 holes, the torus with 1 hole, the con-
nected sum of three real projective planes, the connected sum of two real pro-

jective planes with 1 hole, and the real projective plane with 3 holes. Of course,
there are higher dimensional compact manifolds with this homology. The eas-
iest higher examples are the products of the above surfaces with acyclic mani-
folds, but there are many other. For example, the three-dimensional compact
manifold obtained from the sphere S3 removing the connected sum of two open

solid tori, eventually knotted, see Figure 1.1, have also the homology given by
(1). For more details, see the Appendix.

Our main result on the set of periods of transversal maps follows from the
next theorems and Theorem A. Essentially, we give information on the set of

periods for a transversal map / on a compact manifold having the homology
given by (1), by using the first induced homology endomorphism by /. This
is a 2x2 integral matrix. The description of our results is given in terms of
the trace t and the determinant d of this matrix. First, we deal with the case
where the eigenvalues of the matrix are real (Theorem B and Corollary C); later
on, we consider the non-real case (Theorem D and Corollary E).

Figure 1.1
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Theorem B. Let f ' : M —» M be a transversal map. Suppose that the rational
homology ofM satisfies (I). If we denote by t and d the trace and the determi-

nant of the first induced homology endomorphism fx : H\(M ; Q) -* H\(M\ Q)
(corresponding to some 2x2 integral matrix) and assume that the eigenvalues

of /»i are real, then the following statements hold.

(a) Assume that m > 1 is odd. Then l(fm) = 0 if and only if (t,d) e
{(±1,0), (±2, \)}u{(0,d):d eZandd <0}.

(b) 1(f) = L(f) = 0 if and only if t = 1.
(c) Assume that m > 2 is even. Then l(fm) = 0 if and only if (t, d) e

{(±1,0), (±2,1), (0,0), (0,-1)}. "
(d) l(ß)=0 if and only if(t,d)z {(1,0), (2,1), (0,0)}.

Theorem B will be proved in Section 3. From Theorems A and B the follow-

ing corollary follows easily.

Corollary C. In the assumptions of Theorem B the following statements hold.

(a) // (t, d) ¿ (1, 0), then Per(/) # 0.
(b) // (t,d)  i  {(±1,0), (±2, l)}u{(0,rf) : d e Z andd < 0}, then

Per(/)D{3,5,7,9,...}.
If t^ I, then 1 € Per(/).

(d) If(t,d) i {(±1,0), (±2, 1), (0,0), (0,-1)}, then for any odd nat-
ural q at least one of each consecutive pair of the sequence q,2q,4q,

Sq, ... is a period of f.

(c)

Figure 1.2. Exceptional points appearing in the differ-
ent statements of Corollary C. For such points, some
periods may not exist.

We remark that the sequence of statement (d) of Corollary C appears in the
Sharkovskii ordering, which controls the periodic structure of a continuous self-
map of a closed interval, see [S]. Then, in some sense, statement (d) of Corollary
C reflects some periodic structure from dimension one to higher dimension.

Note that in Theorem B we have described completely the zero set of l(fm)
for all m e N, when the eigenvalues of / are real. So, in Corollary C we give
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all possible information of the set of periods that can be obtained by means of
Theorem A.

When the eigenvalues of fi are complex, the problem of studying the pairs
(t, d) for which l(fm) = 0 changes completely. The techniques that we will
use in the proof of Theorem B are not valid in that case, and the results will
not cover all the possibilities as in the real case. In fact, in the complex case,
we restrict our analysis to periods of the form p" with p prime and n G N.

We denote by Pm(t,d) the polynomial l(fm) in the variables (t,d). In

Section 4 we will see that Pm(t, d) is a polynomial with integer coefficients.

Let also be T = {(t, d) e I? : t = 0}, V = {(t, d) € Z2 : t = 3k, d =
3k2 for all k e Z} and Zm = {(t, d) G Z2 : Pm(t, d) = 0}. The following
theorem is obtained by studying the diophantine equations Pm(t, d) = 0.

Theorem D. Let f : M —► M be a transversal map. Suppose that the rational

homology of M satisfies (1). We denote by t and d the trace and the determi-
nant of the first induced homology endomorphism fi : Hi(M; Q) —► Hi(M; Q)
(corresponding to some 2x2 integral matrix). Then, the following statements

hold.

(a) If m> \ is odd, T c Zm . Zi = {(1, d) : d e Z}. // m is a multiple
of 9, then V cZm.

(b) // m is a power of two, then Z2 = {(t, ^) :teZ}, Z4 = {(±1, 1),
(±1,0), (0,-1), (0,0), (±2,1), (±2, 6)}, and Card(Z2„) < oo if
n > 3.

(c) If m is a power of three, then Z3 = T U {(t, Ljf^) : for all 16 Z such
that t = 1, 2 (mod 3)}, and Card(Z3n \{IuF})<oo if n > 2.

(d) If m is a power of the prime p > 5, then Card(Zpn \ T) < 00 for
n e N. Furthermore, Z5 \ T = {(±1, 1), (±1, 0), (±2, 1), (±2, 3)},
and Z5»\T = {(±\, 1), (±1, 0), (±2, 1)} ifn>\.

(e) If p > 5 is a prime number, then there exists no — no(p) such that

Zpn\T = {(±l, 1),(±1,0),(±2, I)} for all n>n0.

(f) For all m e N \ {2, 3, 6}, (1, 1) € Zm . For all m e N \ {1, 3},
(-1, 1) eZm.

Theorem D will be proved in Section 3. From Theorems A and D the fol-
lowing corollary follows immediately.

Corollary E. In the assumptions of Theorem D the following statements hold.

(a) If(t,d)e{(t,!tep):teZ},then {1, 2}nPer(/) / 0.

(b) // (t,d)t {(t, ¿fi) : for all teZ such that t = 1, 2 (mod 3)} U T,
then 3 € Per(/).

(c) If(t, d) 4 {(±1, 1), (±1, 0), (0, -1), (0, 0), (±2, 1), (±2, 6)}, then
{2,4}nPer(/)^0.

(d) If n > 3, then {2"-1, 2"} n Per(/) £ 0 except for a finite number of
pairs (t,d).

(e) If n > 2, then 3" G Per(/) for any (t,d) &Tl)V, except for a finite
number of them.

(f) Ifn > 1, then 5" G Per(/) for (t, d) $ Tu{(±l, 1), (±1, 0), (±2, 1),
(±2, 3)}. For (t,d) = (±2, 3) and n>2, 5"GPer(/).
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(g) If n>\ and p > 5 is prime, then pn G Per(/), for any (t,d) g T

except for a finite number of them.
(h) For any prime p > 5, there exists n0 = n0(p) € N such that for all

n>n0(p), pn G Per(/) for (t, d) * Tu {(±1, 1), (±1, 0), (±2, 1)}.

d = r2/3

<¿ = (f2-l)/3     \

-a

<i=r((-l)/2

\

\

t^

n

•-*-±-,M

-f

-rfr

*///
->*r

7/

Figure 1.3. Exceptional points appearing in the dif-
ferent statements of Corollary E. For such points, some
periods may not exist.

Compared to Theorem B ( /», with real eigenvalues), in Theorem D there is
not the whole information about the zeroes of the l(fm). First of all, only the
case m = p" , p prime, n > 1, is dealt with. Even in this case, some of the
statements of Theorem D (and so, of Corollary E) are valid except for a finite
number of pairs (t, d) which we do not specify. However, as it is stated in the
next conjecture, we feel that this finite set of pairs is empty.

We remark that for m > 5 and (t, d) g TU V, in Theorem D l(fm) = 0 at
the same points (t, d) of Theorem B, except for (i, d) = (±1, 1). Theorem
D and some numerical computations allows us to conjecture that for m > 6 we
have

{(±1,1), (±1,0), (0,-1), (0,0), (±2,1)}
ru{(±i,i),(±i,o),(±2,i)}
FU{(±1,1), (±1,0), (0,-1), (0,0), (±2,1)}

ruFu{(±l,l),(±l,0),(±2,l)}

Z6 = {(±1,0), (0,-1), (0,0), (±2,1)}.

2. Proof of Theorem A

Let f : M —> M be a transversal map. We are interested in studying the set
of periods of /. To this purpose it is useful to have information on the whole
sequence {L(/m)}m€N of the Lefschetz numbers of all the iterates of /. The

Lefschetz zeta function of f defined as

¿m —

if m is even, 9/m,

if m is odd, 9/m,

if m is even, 9\m,

if m is odd, 9\m.

Z/(i) = exp   ¿
L(fm),

\m=l
m
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li+l

is a generating function for that sequence, and it may be computed indepen-
dently through

dim M

Zf(t)= n det(Ink-tfkr"
fc-0

where nk = dimHk(M; Q), I„k is the «^ x nk identity matrix and we take

det(/„; - tfk) = 1 if nk = 0, see for more details [F2].
For transversal maps the Lefschetz zeta function may be related in a simple

way with its set of periodic orbits. Given y a periodic orbit of / of period
m = p(y) and x G y, we define u+(y) = u+(x) and u-(y) = u-(x), where
u+(x) (respectively U-(x) ) denotes the number of real eigenvalues of dfm(x)
which are strictly greater than 1 (respectively less than -1 ). It is easy to
check that u+(y) and u-(y) are well-defined. With this notation, we have the
following proposition due to Franks [Fl].

Proposition 2.1. Let f: M -* M be a transversal map. Then

zf(t) = Y[(i-(-ir-^t"w)
y

where y goes over all the periodic orbits of f.

From the definitions of l(fm) and Z/(t) we get the following well-known

formal relation

(2) Zf(t)=\[(\-tm)-X^,

for more details see, for instance [BB].
From Proposition 2.1, the Lefschetz zeta function has a factor (1 ± tm)±l

from every periodic orbit of period m . Substituting the factors (1 + tk) by
(1 - tlk)/(\ - tk) one obtains that in Zf(t), (1 - tm) can appear either from

(1 - tm) or from (1 + t^) if m is even. So, by using (2) l(fm) ^ 0 implies

m G Per(/) if m is odd, and {m/2, m) n Per(/) ^ 0 if m is even. Hence
Theorem A is proved.

3. Proof of Theorem B

Let /' : M -» M be a transversal map and suppose that the rational homology
of M satisfies

H0(M;Q)kQ, Hi(M;Q)*Q®Q, Hk(M; Q) « {0} for k # 0, 1.

Let Ai and k2 be the two eigenvalues of the first induced homology endomor-

phism /». : HX(M; Q) -> H\(M\ Q). Since H0(M; Q) « Q, M is connected,
and consequently f0 is the identity. Then L(fm) = 1—(A^+AJ1) for all m G N.
Notice that

= (1-1)" = 0
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where m = />"'•••/>£" > 1  with pi,... ,p„ distinct primes.   Therefore, if
m > 1 the Lefschetz number of period m will be

/(r) = -£M/-)(¿f+4)-
r\m

For each m e N we define the polynomial

r\m

Then, if m > 1 we can write

(4) -Kfm) = Qm(kl) + Qm(k2).

Hence we will study when l(fm) is zero or not by analysing the polynomials

Qm(x) and evaluating them at ki and k2.
We start with a technical lemma and, later on, we will focus on two different

cases: in Lemma 3.2 we will study the behaviour of these polynomials when
\x\ < 1, and in Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 we will consider the polynomials

when \x\ > 1.
Figure 3.1 displays how the polynomials behave, depending on the parity of

their degree m = p"' ...p"n.
■

Lemma 3.1. Let m G N.

(a) If m — p°l---Pn"   with Pi,... ,p„  distinct primes, then Qm(x) =

QPr..p„(x^).
(b) If m = pi-Pn with Pi, ... , Pn distinct primes, then Qm(x) = Qm. (xPk )

- Qm. (x) for any &g{1,... ,«}.

(c) If m is odd, then Qm is an odd function, i.e., Qm(x) = -Qm(-x).

(d) If 4\m, then Qm is an even function, i.e., Qm(x) = Qm(-x).

(a) m odd (b) m even, m > 2,4tm

Figure 3.1.  The qualitative graph of the polynomial

Qm(x)
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(e) // 2\m and 4|w, then Qm(x) = Qf(x2) - Qf(x).
(f) ßm(0) = 0.
(g) If m> \,then Qm(\) = Q.
(h) If m> 2, then Qm(-\) = 0.

Proof. Suppose that m — p°' •■■Pn" with Pi, ... , p„ distinct primes. From
the definition of QPr..p„(x) we have that

f|   •■Pn

x   ,,    +    £    X «>J   -... + (-l)nx.

\<i<n l<i<j<n

Then

Qpi-p»Oc"""'"') = xm -  2^ *" +    /_,    x'">-... + (-l)"xi"-*».

Hence, since the unique divisors r of m such that /i(r) ^ 0 are 1, {p/}i</<n ,

{P¿P;}iáK/<« » • • • > {/>i • • -Pn}, it follows (a).
Now assume m = pi ■ ■ -p„ with Pi,... , p„ distinct primes. Then

-1 yPk

\<i<n
i¥k

\<i<j<n
i,j¥k

x~. +    ]T   xfJ -... + (-l)"_1x

—

V
**- ¿2 ** + ----(-i)"_I £ ^'-(-i)"x

i<<<" 1<1<«

y

=(jca)'* - 22 i*"")'"'1 +   ¿2   (xfkYk',,i -...+{-!)a~lxPk
l<i<n

i*k
\<i<j<n

i,j*k

(

x%- ^2 xPk* + zZ *"**"y -...+(—iy lx
i<'<«

=Qf.(xp*)-Q*L(x).

l<i<j<n
i,j*k

Therefore, we have proved (b).
If m is odd, then all the degrees of all monomials of the polynomial Qm(x)

are odd. Therefore Qm(x) is an odd function, and (c) is shown.
If 4\m, then all the degrees of all monomials of the polynomial Qm(x) are

even. Therefore Qm(x) is an even function and we obtain (d).
If 2\m and 4\m then, we can write m = 2p21---pnt" with p2,... ,pn

distinct primes. From statements (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.1, we obtain

Qm(x) = Qip^.pSx1^)

= Qpi-pÁ*1^) - Qpi-pA*^)

= Q?(*2) - Qf(x).

So (e) is proved.
From the definition of the polynomial Qm(x) it follows immediately (f), and

from (3) we get (g).
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If m is odd then, from (c) and (g), Qm(-l) = -ßm(l) = 0. If 4\m then,
from (d) and (g), ßm(-l) = ßm(l) = 0. Assume that m = 2p22---p^" with
with p2,... , p„ distinct primes. Then, from (a) and (e), we get ßm(-l) =

Ô2„r..p„(-1) = ßp2-p„((-l)2) - QP2...p.(-l) = 0. Hence (h) is proved.   G

As the next theorem states,the values of Qm(x) remain bounded for \x\ < 1.

Lemma 3.2. If m = p°l • --Pn" with Pi, ... ,pn distinct primes, then |ßm(;c)| <

2" if \x\<\.
Proof. From the definition of Qm(x), (3) and since \x\ < 1, we get

\Qm(x)\ = 22 vw**
r\m r\m r\m fc=0

While in Lemma 3.1 we have studied the values of the polynomials Qm(x)

at ± 1, in the next lemma we will do the same for all their derivatives. We

denote by Qm\x) the i-th derivative of the polynomial Qm(x) with respect to
the variable x.

In the following four results, the behaviour of Qm(x) for |j»c| > 1 is studied.

Lemma 3.3. For all ¡eN we have ßÜ'(l) > 0.

Proof. First we will show that if pi,... , p„ are distinct prime numbers, then

öpi'-PaO) ^ 0 for all i G N. We will prove this by using induction with respect

to n.
If n = 1  then QP](x) — xPl -x.  Consequently, Q'Pl(x) = pixp*~l - 1,

Qiï(x) = PiW-'Kpi - i)\ if 1< i < pi (of course 0! = 1 ), and Q$(x) = 0

if i > pi. Hence Qp'^(l) > 0 for all i e N. So the lemma is true for n — 1.
Assume that the lemma is true for n - 1. Now we will prove it for n . From

Lemma 3.1(b) it follows that QP{...Pn(x) = QP2--P„(xPl) - QPl-Pn(x). Then it is

easy to show that

(5) ßp?...„„(*) = QP'l..PÁxp' KPiX»-1)' - QÏUax) + P(x),

where

(6) p(x)= J2 ¿jWún-pAx) >
1<7<;

and Aj(x) is a polynomial in x with positive coefficients. Then, from (5), (6)
and since the lemma is true for n - 1, it follows that

(7) oP?...p„(l)>0.

Now suppose that m = /?"' ■•■Pn"  with Pi, ... , pn distinct primes.   By
m

Lemma 3.1(a) we have Qm(x) = QPy..Pn(xpyp" ). Then

Clearly the right-hand side of the last equality can be written as

22 Bj(x)Qp\\..p„(x^),
1<7<'
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where the Bj(x) are polynomials in x with positive coefficients. Hence, from

(7) it follows that Q$(l) > 0.   D

Proposition 3.4. The following statements hold.

(a) For all mGN the function Qm(x) is positive and increasing in (l,oo).

(b) For all odd m G N the function Qm(x) is negative and increasing in
(-cc,-l).

(c) For all even m G N the function Qm(x) is positive and decreasing in
(-oo,-l).

Proof. From the expression of Qm(x) in Taylor series at x = 1 and Lemma
3.3 it follows (a).

From (a) and Lemma 3.1(c) we get (b).

If 4\m then from (a) and Lemma 3.1(d), we obtain (c) when 4\m. Now
we consider 2\m and 4/m . From Lemma 3.1(e), we get Qm(x) = Q^(x2) —

Qf(x). So, by Lemma 3.1(c), Qm(-x) = Q^(x2) + ß»(x). Consequently,

from (a) we get that Qm(x) is positive and decreasing in (-oo, -1).   D

Lemma 3.5. For all x G [1, oo) the following statements hold.

(a) For all mGN we have \Qm(x)\ < \Qm(-x)\.

(b) For all m G N such that 2\m and 4/m we have Qm(x) < Qm(—x).

(c) If m = p"' •••/>"" > 1 with pi,... , p„ distinct primes, then QPr..Pn(x)

<Qm(x).

Proof. If m is odd, from Lemma 3.1(c), Qm(x) = -Qm(-x). So (a) is shown

when m is odd. If 4\m, from Lemma 3.1(d), Qm(x) = Qm(-x). Therefore

(a) is also proved when 4\m. Assume 2\m and 4\m . From Lemma 3.1(e),

Qm(x) = Qf(x2)-Qf(x). So, by Lemma 3.1(c), Qm(-x) = Qf(x2) + Qf (x).
By subtracting the previous two equalities we get Qm(x)-Qm(-x) = -2Q^.(x).

Therefore, if x G [1, oo) from Proposition 3.4(a) it follows that Qm(x) <
Qm(-x). Hence, we have proved (a) and (b).

From Lemma 3.1(a), Proposition 3.4(a) and since x € [1, oo), it follows
immediately (c).   D

Lemma 3.6. Assume that P\,... , pn we distinct primes.

(a)   Q'Pr..P„(l) = Uli(Pi-l).

(b) Q';r..P„w = nii(P2-i)-iiii(Pi-i).
(c) // m = p? ■ ■ -p? > 2 then Qm(l.6) > 2" .

Proof. Assume that m = Pi---pn. We will prove (a) and (b) by induction

with respect to n. If n = 1 then QPl (x) = xPl - x. Consequently QPl (x) =

Pixp'~l-l andQ;i(x)=pi(pi-l)xp>-2.ThenQ'p¡(l)=pi-l and Q'^l) =

Pi(P\ - 1) = (p2 - 1) - (j>\ - 1) • So (a) and (b) are true for n = 1.
Assume that (a) and (b) are true up to n - 1. By Lemma 3.1(b), Qm(x) =

CM*"") - Qx-(x).  Then Q'm(x) = Q'^(xp")p„xp"-1 - Q'A(x).   So, by the
Pit Pn p„ p„

induction hypotheses,

ßm(l) = (P„- l)Qñ(l) = (Pn - 1) nO»i - 1) = f[(Pi - 1).
;=1 ;'=1

Hence (a) is proved.
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From Q'm(x) = Ql(xp")(pnxp"-1)2 + QUxp")Pn(Pn - l)xp»~2 - Q'L(x), the
Pn Pn Pn

induction hypothesis, and (a) we get

Q'm(l) = (p2 - l)Ql(l)+Pn(Pn - 1)01(1)
Pn Pn

= (P2-1) ncp?-i)-n(p/-i);=i      ¡=i
n-\

+ Pn(Pn-l)U(Pi-l)
/=1

n

-nttf-^-ntft-1)-;=i      i=i
Hence (b) is proved.

Now assume that m = p°' •••/>„" > 2. By Lemma 3.1(a) and Proposition

3.4(a), we have ßm(1.6) = ßp,...„„(1.6Ä) > QPr..Pn(l.6). So, in order to
prove (c) it suffices to show QPr..Pa(l.6) > 2" .

From the Taylor series of QP[...p„(x) at x — 1, Lemma 3.1(g), and since

QPl~P„(\) > 0 for all i > 1 (see Lemma 3.3 or 3.6(a)), for x > 1 we have

Qpr-PÁX) > Q'Pl-PnW(x - O + iQ'Pi-Pn(l)(x - l)2 • By using (a) and (b), for
xg[1,3] we get

ßp,-p„W>ö l[(Pi - 1)1 (x - 1)(3 - x) + \Jl(p2 - 1)1 (x - I)2

>lí(Íl(p2-l))(x-l)2.

Therefore, if n > 2 we have ßp,...p„(1.6) > (9/50)UUiPi ~ l) ^ (9/50) ' 3 ■
(23)"-1 >23,!_4 >2".

Assume n = 1. If pi > 3 then ßPl(1.6) > (9/50)(p2 - 1) > 2. If pi = 3
then ß3(1.6) = 1.63 - 1.6 > 2. Hence (c) is proved.   D

Now we use all these results in order to prove the statements of Theorem B,
that is, we characterize the zeroes of l(fm) for all natural m in case that the
eigenvalues are real.

Proof of statement (a) of Theorem B. Let Ai and k2 be the two real eigenvalues
of /»!. Without loss of generality we can assume that |Ai| > \k2\. From (4)
we have -l(fm) = ßw(A,) + Qm(k2). Since m is odd, Qm(-ki) + Qm(-k2) =
-[Qm(¿i)+Qm(h)]- So, in order to study when l(fm) ¿0 it suffices to consider
Ai > 0. Therefore we can restrict the analysis to the values of (Ai, k2) which
belong to the set

R = {(Ai, A2) G M2 : ki >0and -Ai <A2<A,}.
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We divide R into five subsets (see Figure 3.2):

*2 = {(Ai,A2) G i?: A. > 1 andA2 > 1},

£3 = {(A), A2) G R : A. > 1.6 and - 1 < A2 < 1},

R4 = {(A], A2) G R : ki > 1 and -A, <A2<-1},

R5 = {(ki,k2)eR:ki = -k2},

5

Ri=R\\jRi.
í=2

If (Ai, A2) G R2 then, from Proposition 3.4(a) we get -l(fm) = ßm(Ai) +

ßm(A2)>0.
If (Ai, A2) G Ri then, from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.6(c), and Proposition 3.4(a),

we get Qm(ki) > 2" and |ß„,(A2)| < 2". Hence -l(fm) > 0.
If (Ai, A2) G i?4 then, from Lemma 3.1(c) and Proposition 3.4(b), we obtain

ßm(Ai) = -Qm(-ki) ¿ -Qm(k2). So l(fm) ¿0.
If (Ai, A2) G i?5 then, from Lemma 3.1(c), ßm(Ai) + ßm(A2) = 0. Therefore

1(f) -0.
Now we will study l(fm) on the set Ri. Let r and d be the trace and

the determinant of fi respectively. We consider the set i?i in the variables
(t = ki + k2, d = A[A2). The straight lines Ai = 1.6, A2 = 1, A2 = -1,
Ai+A2 = 0 and Ai -A2 = 0 become d = 1.6(i — 1.6), d = t-\, d = -t-l,
t = 0 and d = t2/4 respectively. In Figure 3.3 we show the set Ri in the
variables (t,d). So the unique points (t, d) in Ri with integer coordinates
are (1, 0) and (2, 1) ; or equivalently in coordinates (Ai, A2) are (1, 0) and
(1,1). In both points, from statements (f) and (g) of Lemma 3.1, we get
l(fm) = 0.

In short, if m is odd then l(fm) = 0 if and only / = 0 and d < 0,
(t,d)e {(±1, 0), (±2, 1)} (use the symmetry (Ai, A2) -♦ (-Ai, -A2)). Hence
Theorem B(a) is proved.   D

Figure 3.2. The partition of R into U/=i R¡ •
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d = t-l

d = -t-\

Figure 3.3. The set R{ in the variables (t, d).

Proof of statement (b) of Theorem B. From the definition of 1(f) it follows that

l(f) = L(f) = \-t.    D

Proof of statement (c) of Theorem B. As above we denote by Ai  and A2 the
two real eigenvalues of fi. We can assume that |Ai| > |A2|, and —l(fm) —

ßm(Ai) + ßm(A2).

First we assume that 4|m. By Lemma 3.1(d) Qm(x) is an even function.

Then the value of l(fm) is the same in the four points (±Aj, ±A2). Conse-
quently we can restrict the analysis to the values (X\, A2) which belong to the
set

R = {(Ai, A2) G R2 : Ai > 0 and -kx<k2< 0}.

We divide R into three subsets (see Figure 3.4):

R2 = {(A], A2) G R : A, > 1 and A2 < -1},

R3 m {(ki, k2) G R : Ai > 1.6 and - 1 < A2 < 0},

3

Ri=R\{jRh
j=2

If (Ai, A2) G R2 then, from Lemma 3.1(d) and Proposition 3.4(a), we get
-l(fm) = Qm(h) + Qm(h)>0.

If (Ai, A2) G Ri then, from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.6(c), and Proposition 3.4(a),
we get ßm(Ai) > 2" and |ßm(A2)| < 2". Hence -l(fm) > 0.

From the last two paragraphs it follows that l(fm) only will be able to be
zero in the set Ri. We will consider the set Ri in the variables (t, d). The
straight Unes k2 = 0, Ai = 1.6, k2 = -1 and Ai +A2 = 0 become d = 0,
d = 1.6(r- 1.6), d = — t— 1 and t = 0 respectively. In Figure 3.5 we show the
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1.6

ß        Ä3

ss y

\ «2

Figure 3.4. The partition of R into (J?=i R¡ ■

set Ri in the variables (t, d). So the unique points (t, d) in Ri with integer
coordinates are (0, 0), (0,-1) and (1,0); or equivalently in coordinates
(Ai, A2) are (0,0), (1,-1) and (1, 0). In these three points l(fm) = 0 due
to statements (f), (g) and (h) of Lemma 3.1.

In short, taking into account the four symmetries, (±Ai, ±A2), if 4|m then
l(fm) = 0 if and only if (t, d) G {(0, 0), (0, -1), (±1, 0), (±2, 1)}.

Now we assume that 2|m, 4/m and m ^ 2. We must analyse the values of
l(fm) in the points of the set

* = {(Ai,A2)GR2:|A,|>|A2|}.

We divide R into three subsets (see Figure 3.6):

R2 = {(ki,k2)eR:\ki\>land\k2\>l},

Ä3 = {(Ai,A2)eÄ:|Ai| > 1.6 and - 1 < A2 < 1},

3

Ri=R\\jRh
;=2

If (Ai, A2) G R2 then, from Proposition 3.4(a), we get -l(fm) = Qm(ki) +

ßm(A2)>0.

(0,-1)

Figure 3.5. The set Ri in the variables (t, d)
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♦  *2

Figure 3.6. The partition of R into [fM R¡

If (Ai, A2) G Ri then, from Proposition 3.4(a) and Lemmas 3.2, 3.5(b) and
3.6(c), we get ßm(A,) > 2" and |ßm(A2)| < 2" . Hence we obtain -l(fm) > 0.

Then l(fm) only will be able to be zero in the set Ri. Again we will consider
the set Ri in the variables (t, d). The straight lines Ai - A2 = 0, A2 = 1,
A] = 1.6, A2 = -1, Ai +A2 = 0 and Ai = -1.6 become d = t2/4, d ■ t- 1,
d = l.6(t - 1.6), d = -t-l, t = 0 and d = -\.6(t + 1.6) respectively. In
Figure 3.7 we show the set Rx in the variables (t, d). Then, as in the above
case for 2|m, 4/m and m f- 2 we obtain that l(fm) = 0 if and only if
(t,d)e {(0, 0), (0, -1), (±1, 0), (±2, 1)} . Hence we have proved Theorem
B(c).   D

d=t-\

Figure 3.7. The set R\ in the variables (t, d)
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Proof of statement (d) of Theorem B. Since Q2(x) = x2 - x,   the minimum

Figure 3.8. The set R in the variables (X\, k2)

value of Q2(x) in R is ß2(l/2) = -1/4. Let pi and p2 be such that p2 < 0,
Pi > 1 and Q2(pi) = ß2(/^2) = 1/4. Since we can consider A] > k2, —¡(f2) =
ß2(Ai) + Ô2(A2) only can be zero in the set

R ={(Ai, k2) G R2 : 0 < Ai < 1 and p2<k2< 0}

U {(A,, A2) G R2 : 1 < A, < pi and 0 < A2 < 1},

see Figure 3.8. The straight lines k2 = 0, Ai = 1, k2 = p2, At = 0, A2 = 1
and A] = px become d = 0, d = t— 1, d = ^2(r - /i2), rf = 0, d = t — \
and d = pi(t-pi) respectively. Then if we consider the set J? in the variables

(/, d) we get Figure 3.9. Now an easy computation shows that ¡(f2) = 0 if
and only if (t, d) G {(0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 1)}. Consequently we get Theorem
B(d).   D

(H2,0)

(0,0)    a (1,0)

a       a  /  (Hi.0)

Figure 3.9. The set R in the variables (t,d).
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4. Proof of Theorem D

In this section, the eigenvalues X\, A2 of /»i can be complex. First, we want
to show that this case is essentially different from the real case studied in Section
3. While in the real case we can enclose all the zeroes of l(fm) in a bounded
region in the plane (t,d), this is not possible in the non-real case, where the

expression of l(fm) is given by -l(fm) = Qm(k) + Qm(k) = 2Re(ßm(A)) where

Ai = A, and as usual A denotes the conjugate of A and Re(/x) denotes the real
part of the complex p. Recall that, if P is a polynomial map of degree m,
the map t -* P(re") surrounds exactly m times the origin of coordinates for
r sufficiently large. It means that Re(ßm(A)) = 0, A = re'1, has exactly 2m
zeroes for each r > r0 for a r0 large enough. Therefore, we cannot enclose all
the solutions of l(fm) = 0 in a bounded region.

Since in general the variable A of Re(ßm(A)) is not real, the techniques used
in Section 3 do not work. Hence the problem is to know if the algebraic curve
l(fm) = 0 in the (t, d)-plam has points with integer coordinates. In fact, as
the following lemma shows, l(fm) is a polynomial in the variables (t, d) with
integer coefficients. Then we have a diophantine problem to solve.

Lemma 4.1. The following statements hold.

(a) l(f">)eZ[t,d].
(b) t\l(fm) if and only if m is odd.

Proof. In Section 3 we saw that

(8) /(/m) = -X>y)W+A2)-
r\m

We will prove by induction that x, := k\ + kr2 is a polynomial with integer
coefficients in the variables t, d, for all r G N. It is easy to see that To = 2

and, from the relation A, = (i + (-l)Vi2 - 4d\ ¡2, that t\ = t. On the other

hand,
(k\ +kr2)(ki +k2) = a;+1 +kr2+l +AiA2(a;-' +kr2l),

and so,

(9) xr+i=txr-dxr-i.

This recurrence allows to end the inductive proof. Therefore, xr G Z[t, d] for
all r G N and, from the expression (8) of l(fm) and the fact that p(n) G
{-1,0, 1}, (a) is proved.

Expression (9) shows that if f|Tr_i, then ijtr+i. Since x\ = t, it follows
that t\xk for all k odd. Then, if m is odd, since l(f") is the sum of factors
xk with k odd, t divides l(fm).

If m is even, evaluating l(fm) in t = 0, and using that xr = -dxr-2 if
r > 2 is even, we get

, m w   j.r/2i(fm)\t=o = -22 m-f)(-dy
r\m
even

This polynomial cannot be identically zero and so, (b) is proved.   □

Recall that Pm(t,d) is the polynomial l(fm) in the variables (t,d), T =
{(t, d) G Z2 : t = 0}, V = {(t, d) G Z2 : t = 3k, d = 3k2 for all k € Z} and
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Zm = {(t, d) G Z2 : Pm(t, d) = 0}. We study essentially two cases. First of

all, in Proposition 4.2, we describe the set Zm for m = p, where p is prime.
Later on, the statements 4.3-4.8 extend this result to the case m = p" , where
p is prime, and n a natural number.

Proposition 4.2. The following statements hold.

(a) Z2 = {(i,^):/6Z}.

(b) Z3 - {(/, ¿¿) : for all teZ such that t=l,2 (mod 3)} U T.
(c) Card(Zp \ T) is finite if p > 5 is a prime number. Moreover, Zs =

{(±l,l),(±l,0),(±2,l),(±2,3)}ur.

Proof, (a) P2(t,d) = 2d + t-t2. Clearly, its integer solutions satisfy d = *^
with t€Z.

(b) Pi(t, d) = t(l + 3d - t2).  So, the points (0, d) for all d e Z, and

(i, i31) for all t such that / = 1, 2 (mod 3) are its integer zeroes.
(c) Substituting (Ai, A2) by (t, d) in (8) and using the Newton's binomial

formula, we get

Mr+hr = ±22(rk)tk((-iy-k(t2-4d)^ + (t2-4d)*).
k=0 ^    '

The factor between parentheses either will vanish if ^   g   Z or will be

2(t2 - 4éf& if £j£ g Z. Then, changing s = £=£, Pm(t,d) can be writ-
ten as

^t,d) = -22^422{r-2sY2s^-^s-
r\m f=0  v '

When m = p > 3 is a prime number, this expression becomes

«T1

-J>,(/, ¿) = -t + 2¿r E Lf 2,V"2^2 - 4^-
5=0

Since p is odd, the last expression can be factorized by t, obtaining

-^ = -> + y=t £ (, its ) ■'-2-'^ - «r
s=0

5=0 V^ 7 ¿=o v   7

5=0   x '  fc=0

We remark that

■t1

*('. ¿) := EE(-4)Î_" in fa,) (J) d*)*-^*"*
s=0*r=0 ^ /   \    /

is a homogeneous polynomial of degree ^ in the variables r2 and d.  In
order to apply a theorem on diophantine equations, we will need this polynomial
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be irreducible. Dividing by d^r , we obtain the following polynomial in the

variable z = j :

Note that ( p_2s ) is a multiple of p for s = 1, 2, ..., ^ and that, for s = 0,

we get the term z^ . So, h(z) can be written as

h(z) = ao + aiz + a2z2 H-h z^~ ,

with p\a¡ for all i = 0,..., ^ - 1 and p2J[ao because ao = p(-4)ir~ . By
the Eisenstein criterion, h(z) is irreducible. Then, H(t, d) so is.

Remark that Pp(t, d) = 0 if and only if H(t, d) - 2"-1. From [Mo, p.278],
last equation has only a finite number of integer solutions if p > 5.

On the other hand, we have explicitly solved the case p = 5. The same
could be done for other p > 5, but probably the degree of the polynomials
would difficult too much the computations.

Since P5(t, d) = -t(t4 - 5dt2 + 5d2 - 1) it vanishes at the points t = 0 and

¿= (5í2±V5í4 + 20)/10.

If 5i4 + 20 t¿ a2 with a G Z, then d g Z. Otherwise, if 5r4 + 20 = a2 then
a = 0 (mod 5). Denote a = 5b. By [Cl] the equation t4 + 4 = 5b2 has at
most two non-negative solutions. It can be easily seen that these are b = 1,
t = 1 and b = 2, t = 2. Hence, the set of integer solutions of P5(t, d) = 0 is
ru{(±l,l),(±l,0),(±2,l),(±2,3)}.    D

We note that the cases p = 2,3 are essentially different from p > 5 because
the number of integer zeroes of Pp(t, d), p = 2, 3, outside T is infinite.

Our purpose is to give results similar to Proposition 4.2 for the case m = p" .

Results from 4.3 to 4.8 are the main tools we need to extend this proposition.
In the following two statements we construct and study some properties of a
map gpn which links the zeroes of Pp(t, d) with those of Ppn(t, d).

Lemma 4.3. Consider the polynomials Pm as Pm(x, y) G C[x, y]. The follow-
ing statements hold.

(a) // Ppn(z, w) = 0, then Pp(x, y) = 0 where x = fz+V^-4w\       +

iz-y/zi-*w\ and    y = wPn->    Moreover> if (z!W) ez2, then

(x,y)z ?.2

(b) // Pp(x,y) = 0, then Ppn(z,w) = 0 where z =  P" {/W*2-^. +

'-yapT    and    w =,->/?.

Proof. Let (pi, p2) G C2 be a solution of l(f") = 0 in the variables (Ai, A2).
Denote by z = pi + p2 and w = pip2. Of course, Ppn(z, w) = 0. From

Lemma 3.1 (a) it follows that

ßp(i/0 + QP(m) = QAv\) + QAni) = o,
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where rji = p\      and i\2 = p2     . Set x = rji +n2 and y = r¡in2. It is clear

that Pp(x, y) = 0. Taking into account the relation p¡ = £gd£jL¡E<g ( for
1x1,2, the first part of statement (a) follows.

We note that expression (9) can be adapted to this case. If we consider
xr = n\ + pT2, relation (9) writes as:

Tr+i = ZXr-WXr-i,

with To = 2 and t\ = z. On the other hand, we remark that x = xpn-\ . As in
Lemma 4.1(a), we can conclude that x = F(z, w), where F is a polynomial

with integer coefficients. We have also y = wp"~' . Then, if z and w are
integers, so x and y are, and the second part of (a) is proved.

Conversely, if Pp(x, y) vanishes and n¡ = *+(-')'V*2-4>: for i m 1,2, then

Qp(m) + Qp(*ii) = QAni) + Qp»(ßi) = o,

where n¡ = pf for 1=1,2. Denoting by z = pi + p2 and w = pip2, we
have that Ppn(z, w) = 0. From the above relations, z and w can be written

as:

p"-1 x + Jx2 -Ay     p"-' x- yjx2 -Ay „_,_
z =   y —^2—- +   y —2— '        w =   ^'

Then, statement (b) is proved.   D

We note that the formula given in Lemma 4.3(b) shows that (x, y) e Z2

does not imply (z, w) G Z2. Furthermore, the /?n-1-roots that appear in the

expression of z may not take the same determination as complex numbers.
On the other hand, Lemma 4.3(a) induces a map gpn from the integer zeroes

of Ppn to the integer zeroes of Pp .

Corollary 4.4. Let (t,d) be an integer zero of Pp and gpn be the map defined

above. Then, Card({g~„l (t, d)}) is finite.

Proof. We have that Pp(t, d) = 0 and {gpnl(t, d)} c S = {(T, D) : D =

"" Vd}. By Theorem B, there is a finite number of elements (T, D) of S
such that T2 - AD > 0. So, we only have to prove the finiteness in the case

T2 — AD < 0. We note that for each d the number of D = '" Vd is finite and,
also, for each D the number of T such that T2 - AD < 0 is finite. So, the
corollary is proved.   D

However, in the statement of Proposition 4.2 we can see that, for p a

prime number, some Zp contain the infinite sets T, V, {(t, ^y^) : t G Z}

and {(t, ¿f1) : for all t G Z such that t = 1, 2 (mod 3)} . The three follow-
ing results are devoted to analyse how these sets generate integer solutions of
Pm(t, d) — 0 when m = pn , by means of the action of g~„}.

Lemma 4.5. Assume that p > 3 is a prime number and n G N. Suppose that d

is an integer number.

(a) If p = 3 and n> 2, then {g~nl(T)}nZ2 = VuT.

(b) Ifp>3 and n>2, then {g~l(T)}nZ2 = T.
(c) V cZ9„ for all n.
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Proof. We take an integer solution (0, d) e T of Pp. From Lemma 4.3(b),
this solution gives a finite number of solutions of Pp-. We are interested in
knowing which of them are integer. The solution (0, d) can be written in

(Ai, A2) coordinates as (V-d, —V-d). Assume that d > 0. Otherwise, the

proof is similar. If we call (k\,k2) = ( "" VV-d, "" \/-s/-d) by Lemma

3.1(a), we have that Ppn(k\,k*2) = Pp(V-d, -yf^d) = 0. Recall that the
different p"~l-roots do not need to have the same determination.

We remark that we are looking for A*, k\ satisfying A* +k2 eZ and k\k2 G
Z. Using polar coordinates,

(xi, k*2) = ( ^(Vd)i+2kXi '-\ftjd\^

«_._. %+2ki:   _    . %-+2kn+2ln      .
Setting ai = ^rr- and a2 =  ■       ,— , then

k*+k2- '  Y\/i7((cosai+cosa2) +/(sinai+sina2)).

In order to have A* + k2 G R, we need that sinai + sina2 = 0. So,

fn + 2ln\
cosai +cosa2 = ±cos Í   2pn_{   I.

Hence, (k*+k^) in (t,d) coordinates writes as

\   \ * J $+U*   ' \ J  ty+Ux+H*

/,_       {n + 2ln\ p»->/~7¡   „»-'.rA

where / G Z. We want these two coordinates be integer. Let s = "" \fd G Z.

We wonder when 2-/? cos ( n2p2i*\ ) G Z. Using the basic relation 2 cos2 a— I —

cos 2q , this last condition can be thought as

cos (^£n-*) e Q

For ¿7* < 0, one gets the same condition.
By [N, p.41], the only rational values of cos(r;r) with reQ are as follows:

0, ±j , ±1. These values can only be achieved if |±rf G {\, §, 5, |, |, f, 0,

1} . Since 1+2/ is odd and p ^ 2 is a prime number, we can remove j, \, §,

j and 0. There remain three values to analyse: \ , § and 1. The first and the

second ones are only possible when p = 3 and the last one, for all prime number

p>2.
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1+2/

Table 1

(t,d) = (±2cos(gft) "-V73, '"'Va)

(V3l,s)

(-V3s,s)
(0,s)

valid for

P = 3

p = 3

PÏ2

From Table 1, if p — 3, the integer zeroes of Py coming from (0, d) can

be {(3q, 3q2) : q G Z} or {(0,q):q eZ} (that is to say, belonging to TuV).
In the case p > 3, there only can appear integer zeroes in T.
We know from Lemma 4.1(b) that Pp-(0, q) = 0 for all q G Z, /? > 2 and

aigN.

We only need to show that P3n (3q, 3q2) = 0 for all q G Z and n e N. The

pair (3<7, 3<?2) becomes in polar coordinates as Ai = (V3q)* , k2 = (\f3~q)-*..

We observe that

(10) k\j+k\J = (¿3q)iJv + (V5q)y-V = 0,

for all ; G N .

Since l(fy) m (kf + A3") - (kf" + A3""'), by (10) Py(3q, 3q2) = 0 for all
q G Z. So, statement (a) and (b) are proved.

In addition, we remark that l(P ) can be written as the sum of factors of

type k\j + X\J with j e Z. So (c) follows,   a

We also need to control the other infinite sets that appear in Zm when m
is a prime number (see Proposition 4.2). Before stating the next result, we give
the following lemma:

Lemma 4.6 (see [Mo, p. 265]). If a, ß, y and S are integers, and aS ^ 0,

ß2 - Aay # 0, 5 > 3, then the equation at2 + ßt + y = ÖD*, has only a finite
number of integer solutions (t,D).

Proposition 4.7. The following statements hold.

(a) If p = 2 and n>3, then Card({g-„l(t, ¡^) : t e Z} n Z2) < oo.

(b) // p = 3 and n > 2, then Card({gpnl(t, íí^1) : t G Z, t = 0, 1

(mod3)}nZ2)<oo.

Proof. By Lemma 4.3(a) we know that an integer zero (T, D) of P2n gives one

integer zero (t, D2"'') of P2. Since we look for g~„l(t, í&^ü), by Proposition

4.2(a), the equality t(t- I) = 2D2"'1 must be satisfied.
Using Lemma 4.6 with q=1, ß = -1, 7 = 0, 0 = 2, this equation has a

finite number of integer solutions if 2"_1 > 3 . Then, (a) is proved.

By similar arguments, from Proposition 4.2(b) and Lemma 4.3(a), if (T, D)

is an integer zero of Py , it gives an integer zero (t, Dy~ ) of Pi. If this zero

belongs to {(t, ¿f1) : t G Z, t = 1, 2 (mod 3)}, then t2 - 1 = 3D3""1. Using
again Lemma 4.6 with a = 1, ß = 0, y = -\, ¿ = 3,we finish the proof.   D
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In the previous result, the power m = 22 is not covered. We give the study
of this particular case in the next proposition.

Proposition4.8. Z4 = {(±1, 1), (±1, 0), (0, -1), (0, 0), (±2, 1), (±2,6)}.

Proof. It can be seen that -P4(t, d) = 2d2+(2-At2)d+t4-t2. So we are finding

pairs (t, d) such that t G Z and d = (2t2 - 1 ± ^(t2)2 + (t2 - \)2)/2 G Z. A

necessary condition is that (t2)2 + (t2 - l)2 = s2, with s G Z. If t2 = 0 then

d = 0,-1. If t2 - 1 = 0 then d = 0, 1. Otherwise, when (X, Y) = 1 the
solutions of the equation X2 + Y2 = Z2 can be written as (see [Mo, p. 13])
X = 2uv , Y = u2 -v2 and Z = u2 + v2, where (u, v) = 1. Since in our case,
X and Y are consecutive, we have u2 - v2 = 2uv ± 1.

By the change ïï = u-v, v = u + v , this equation becomes ïï2 -2v2 = ±1.
Since X or Y must be equal to t2 , we distinguish the two following cases.

Case (i). X = t2. Then, since (u, v) = 1, either

u = 2a\ and v = b\,    or   u = a\ and v = 2b\,

for some integer numbers a¡, b,■■, i = 1, 2. These cases are respectively equiv-
alent to the following two systems:

di-) ("2-2»í *"•
I u + b\       =2a\;

ri*M r«2-8e24   =±i,

(12   } lïï + 2è2     =a\.

Case (ii).   Y = t2. Then, ü = a\ and v = b\ with 03 and 63 integer numbers.
As in the previous case, this situation can be expressed in terms of a system:

a\-2v2   =±1,

{: I + 2v    = b2.

Hence the problem has been divided into three particular diophantine equa-
tions. In fact, due to the term ± 1, we have six different systems to solve. Each

one of them is studied using known results that only refer to that concrete case.
By [Mo, p. 269] and taking into account that (u, v) = 1, system ( 11+ ) has

no integer solutions.

By [Mo, p. 271], ïï2 - 2b4 = -1 has two integer solutions (S, bi): (1, 1)
and (239, 13). But only the first one satisfies Ti + b2 = 2a2 . In the coordinates
(X, Y) it corresponds to the point (4, 3), which implies (t, d) = (±2, 1) and
(t,d) = (±2,6).

By [Mo, p. 270], the first equation of system ( 12+ ) has at most two solutions,

which must satisfy that ü + 2b2V2 G {e, e2, e4}, where e = 1 + y/2. In fact,
only (Ü, b2) = (3, 1) arises. But, it does not satisfy the second equation of

(12+).
System ( 12~ ) has no solutions because u2 ^ -1 (mod 8).
By [C2], system ( 13+ ) has no integer solutions.
By [L], system ( 13~ ) has only one integer solution, which is (ïï, b2) = ( 1, 1 ).

As in ( 11~ ), it implies (X, Y) = (A, 3) and so, it does not provide new
solutions.
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After this analysis, we have proved that only the pairs (±1,0), (±1,1),

(0, 0), (0,-1), (±2, 1) and (±2, 6) can vanish the polynomial P4(t, d). It
is easy to check that they actually vanish it. So, the proposition follows.   D

Proof of statement (a) of Theorem D. Both claims follow immediately from
Lemmas 4.1(b) and 4.5(c), respectively.   D

Proof of statement (b) of Theorem D. It follows easily from Propositions 4.2(a),
4.8 and 4.7(a), respectively.   D

Proof of statement (c) of Theorem D. By Proposition 4.2(b), Z3 = {(t, L-^-) :
for all t G Z such that t = 1, 2 (mod 3)} u T and, by Lemma 4.5(a) we get
that V c Zy . Finally, if m = 3" and n > 2, from Proposition 4.2(b), Lemma
4.5(a) and Proposition 4.7(b), we obtain that Card(Zm \ {T U V}) < oo.   D

Proof of statement (d) of Theorem D. By Proposition 4.2(c) if p > 5 then
Card(Zp \ T) is finite. So, by Corollary 4.4, Card(Zpn \ T) is also finite. Propo-
sition 4.2(c) gives also the description of Z¡ \ T.  We only have to see that

z5,\r = {(±i,i),(±i,o),(±2,i)}.
We have obtained Z5 = {(±1,1), (±1, 0), (±2, 1), (±2,3)}Ui. From

Lemma 4.5(b), g~,l(T) = T. By Lemma 4.3(b), ¿-"»'(±2, 3) 0 Z2 for all
n > 2. Putting (±1, 1), (±1, 0), (±2, 1) in polar coordinates we can see

that g~nl({(±l, 1), (±1, 0), (±2, 1)}) = {(±1, 1), (±1, 0), (±2, 1)} . So (d)
is proved.   □

Proof of statement (e) of Theorem D. If p > 5, from Lemma 4.5(b), gpn[(T) =

T. In (d) we state that ZP\T is finite. As in the above case,

#-'({(±1,1), (±1,0), (±2,1)}) = {(±1,1), (±1,0), (±2,1)}.

If there exist other points of ZP\T, it is sure that d > 1. Let do =
max{|ú?| : (t,d) G (Zp \ T)}. For each p, there exists a no(p) such that

the complex modulus of p"~s/do~ €(1,2). By Lemma 4.3(b), the elements of

{g-\t,d)}, with (t,d) G (Zp\{ru{(±l,l),(±l,0),(±2, 1)}}) cannot
have integer coordinates. So (e) follows.   G

Proof of statement (f) of Theorem D. Recall that xr = k\ +k2. We observe from

(8) and the definition of xr that l(fm) = - £ ß(f)Tr ■
r\m

If (t, d) = (-1, 1) we can check easily from (9) that x, = 2 if r = 0
(mod 3), and xr = -1 if r = 1, 2 (mod 3). We distinguish the three following
cases.

Case (i). If 3/m, r never is a multiple of 3. So xr = -1 and l(fm) = £ p(^).
r\m

Therefore, l(fm) = 1 if m = 1, and l(fm) = 0 if m # 1.

Case (ii). If 32|m, r is always a multiple of 3. So xr = 2 and l(fm) =

-2 E Mf) • Therefore, l(fm) = -2 if m = 1, and l(fm) = 0 if m # 1.
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Case (iii). If 3|m and 32/fm , we take m = m/3 (obviously, 3|m). Applying
similar arguments to those of Lemma 3.1(b) we can write

i(fm) = -22^T)Tir + ̂ 2ß{T)Tr
r\m r\m

—2l><5>-3>7>-
r\m r\m

So l(fm) = 0 except for the case when m = 1. Then, m = 3 and l(fm) = 3.

If (t, d) = (1, 1), we get other values of xr according to the congruences

of r with respect to 3 and we have to deal with more cases.   However, the

ideas and the scheme of the proof are the same that we have used in the case
(t,d) = (-i,\).  a

Appendix. One 3-dimensional compact manifold
with homology given by (1)

Let X be the three-dimensional compact manifold S3 \ V where V is the
connected sum of two open solid tori, one of them knotted, see Figure 1.1. The
space X can be retracted to Y where Y is S3 \ W and W is homeomorphic
to S1 vS1 with one of the 5' knotted, see Figure A.l.

The spaces X and Y have the same homologic groups. Since W and S3
are compact we can apply Alexander's duality theorem [G, Theorem 27.5] which
under our assumptions states that

Ñ«(W)~Hi-q(Si,S3\W),        ç? = 0,...,3,

where ñ"(W) is the Alexander-Cech cohomology of W and H3-q(S3, S3\W)
are the relative homology groups. Since the homology sequence

... - Hq(S3 \ W) - Hq(S3) - Hq(S3 ,S3\W)^ Hq.i(S3 \W)-^---

is exact (see [G, Theorem 14.1]) we can compute Hq(S3 \ W) if we know

Hq(S3, S3 \ W) which is isomorphic to Hq(W) as we have already seen. But
this cohomologic group is intrinsic to W, so if instead of W we consider
W* = S1 V Sl, see Figure A.2, we see that H"(W) ~ Ñ«(W*) because W is
homeomorphic to W*.

Figure A. 1. The space W.

Figure A.2. The space W*
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Now if we consider the homology sequence

-..-» Hq(S3 \ W) -* Hq(S3) - Hq(S3, S3 \ W) -* Hq.i(S3 \ W*) -> •-. ,

since Hq(S3 ,S3\W)~ Hq(S3, S3 \ W*) it follows that S3\W has the same
homology groups as S3 \ W*, i.e., the homology does not "see" the knot. As

S3 \ W* is homeomorphic to R3 \ {rx u r2}, rit r2 being two straight lines that
do not cross, one concludes that

Ho(X)~H0(S3\W*) = Q,

Hi(X)~Hi(S3\W) = ®®Q,

Hq(X)~Hq(S3\W*) = 0,     q>2.
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